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Dark-matter axions address the big question: 
We’ve inventoried the cosmos (the famous pie chart) …"

… but we know neither what the “dark energy” or the “dark 
matter” is. These are two of the very big questions."

Science (20 June 2003)"
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What’s an axion? (1)"

There’s something disturbing about the Standard Model:!
The Standard Model violates P and CP, we expect QCD to violate P and 
CP, yet QCD does not.!
!
For instance, Why doesn’t the neutron have an electric dipole moment?!
!
!
!
!
!
Leads to the “Strong CP Problem”: Where did QCD CP violation go?!
!
1977: Peccei and Quinn: Apply Higgs-like physics to the problem:!
Posit a hidden broken U(1) symmetry ⇒!
1) A new Goldstone boson (the axion);!
2) Remnant axion VEV nulls QCD CP violation.!
!
Simple & Elegant!

Where did it come from? The “QCD Axion”"

θQCD < 10-9!
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What’s an axion? (2): “Cut to the chase”"

10

Viable Theories Natural and Elegant Theories

Theories
with dark 

matter
axions

weak CPV without 
strong CPV, 
baryogenesis without 
nonminimal flavor and CP 
Violation
other dark matter
other quantum gravity than 
string theory (or mechanism 
to avoid string theory axions)
….

No CPV, 
large EDMs, 
MFV but no 
baryogenesis….

10Wednesday, April 25, 2012

A. Nelson!
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What’s an axion? Summary properties"
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The a→γγ coupling is special"

Compare, e.g., axion bremstrahlung off an electron!
to the axion decay into photons!

bremstrahlung!

decay!

Few parameters, small residual model dependence!
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Abstract: In the context of string theory, axions appear to provide the most plausible

solution of the strong CP problem. However, as has been known for a long time, in many

string-based models, the axion coupling parameter Fa is several orders of magnitude higher

than the standard cosmological bounds. We re-examine this problem in a variety of models,

showing that Fa is close to the GUT scale or above in many models that have GUT-like

phenomenology, as well as some that do not. On the other hand, in some models with

Standard Model gauge fields supported on vanishing cycles, it is possible for Fa to be well

below the GUT scale.

Keywords: Superstring Vacua, QCD.

c! SISSA 2006 http://jhep.sissa.it/archive/papers/jhep062006051/jhep062006051.pdf

It’s true in string theory as well.!

???!

(3/8)-1 “GUT” axion!
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Recap: Axions and dark matter"

Some properties of dark matter:"
Almost no interactions with normal matter and radiation (“dark…”);!
Gravitational interactions (“…matter”);!
Cold (slow-moving in the early universe);!
!
Low mass axions are an ideal dark matter candidate:"
   “Axions: the thinking persons DM candidate,” Michael Turner."
!
Plus…!
The axion mass is constrained to 1 or 2 orders-of-magnitude;!
Some axion couplings are constrained to 1 order-of-magnitude;!
The axion is doubly-well motivated…it solves 2 problems (Occam’s razor).!
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Selected limits: Showing RF-cavity  
sensitivity to “QCD dark-matter axions”"

CAST"

SN1987A"

allowed mass range"

Microwave"
Cavity"

A
D

M
X 

I"
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RF-cavity experiments. 
RF-cavity experiments exploit the axion’s 2-photon coupling"

The axion couples (very weakly, indeed) to normal particles.!
(µeV mass axions would live around 1050 seconds.)!
!
But it recall the axion 2γ coupling has relatively little axion-model dependence!

Axions constituting our local galactic halo 
would have huge number density ~1014 cm-3"

gaγγ	
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RF-cavity axion search in practice"

The search speed is!
quadratic in 1/Ts!
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ADMX: Axion Dark-Matter eXperiment 
Currently the largest RF-cavity search"

Magnet with insert" Magnet cryostat"

U. of Washington, LLNL, U. of Florida, U.C. Berkeley,!
          National Radio Astronomy Observatory,!
             U. of Virginia, Sheffield U., Yale U.!

Gray Rybka     Fermilab Astroparticle Physics Seminar     10/11/2010

 

11/46

ADMX Design

Cavity Frequency changed by moving
metal rods (not shown) inside cavity

4m
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ADMX hardware (1)"
High-Q microwave cavity! Experiment insert!
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ADMX hardware (2)"

Vacuum and cryo!

Gray Rybka – Patras 2011 – Mykonos, Greece – June 27, 2011 9/13

ADMX Comes to UW

August 2010:
ADMX Moves to UW

October 2010:
Main Magnet Verified

May 2011:
Main Magnet Installed
in Experiment Area (CENPA)

Cryostat lowering!
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ADMX  receiver"
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Converted microwave photons are detected by  
the world’s quietest radio receiver"

Now: Systematics-limited for signals of 10-26 W"
~10-3 of “DFSZ” axion power (1/100 yoctoWatt).	
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A slight digression on microwave amplification"
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Upgrade path: Quantum-limited SQUID-based amplification."

• GHz SQUIDs 
have been 
measured with 
TN ~50 mK  
"

• Near quantum– 
limited noise"

• This provides an 
enormous 
increase in 
ADMX sensitivity	


IB 

Vo (t) Φ	


Superconducting quantum interference device as a near-quantum-limited
amplifier at 0.5 GHz

Michael Mück, J. B. Kycia, and John Clarke
Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 and Materials Sciences
Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

!Received 10 October 2000; accepted for publication 14 December 2000"

A dc superconducting quantum interference device !SQUID" with a resonant microstrip input is
operated as an amplifier at temperatures down to 20 mK. A second SQUID is used as a
postamplifier. Below about 100 mK, the noise temperature is 52!20mK at 538 MHz, estimated
from measurements of signal-to-noise ratio, and 47!10mK at 519 MHz, estimated from the noise
generated by a resonant circuit coupled to the input. The quantum-limited noise temperatures are 26
and 25 mK, respectively. The measured noise temperature is limited by hot electrons generated by
the bias current. © 2001 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1347384$

At submillimeter or shorter wavelengths, a wide variety
of detectors of electromagnetic radiation are quantum lim-
ited, that is, able to detect a single photon.1 There have re-
cently been advances in this technology using, for example,
superconducting transition-edge sensors for infrared, optical,
and ultraviolet wavelengths,2 and a single-electron transistor
involving a semiconductor quantum dot for far infrared
wavelengths.3 Quantum-limited performance has been
achieved at frequencies as low as 20 GHz, with a Josephson-
parametric amplifier.4 At still lower frequencies, it becomes
increasingly difficult to approach the quantum limit. For ex-
ample, at frequencies f around 1 GHz, the lowest noise is
achieved with a cooled heterostructure field effect transistor5
!HFET", which can attain a noise temperature TN of about 2
K. At 0.5 GHz, this value is about a factor of 80 above the
quantum noise temperature, TQ"h f /kB%25mK.

The recent development of an amplifier based on a mi-
crostrip coupled to a dc superconducting quantum interfer-
ence device !SQUID"6–8 has resulted in noise temperatures
that are substantially lower than those achievable with
cooled semiconductors. A microstrip SQUID amplifier
cooled to about 0.5 K achieved a system noise temperature of
0.50!0.07 K at 438 MHz. This noise temperature was domi-
nated by the noise of the postamplifier—a cooled HFET—
coupled to the SQUID, which contributed an estimated
0.38!0.07 K to the system noise temperature. In this letter
we describe an amplifier cooled to 20 mK in which the pos-
tamplifier is a second microstrip SQUID.7 The noise tem-
perature of the first stage microstrip SQUID is about 50 mK;
by comparison, the quantum-limited noise temperature is
about 25 mK. The noise temperature is limited by hot elec-
trons in the resistive shunts of the SQUID, which cause the
effective temperature of the shunts to saturate at about 100
mK.

The SQUID is in the conventional square washer
configuration9 shown in Fig. 2. The inner and outer dimen-
sions of the Nb washer are 0.2#0.2mm2 and 1#1 mm2,
giving an estimated inductance L%450 pH !including the
slit". The 11-turn niobium coil has a width of 5 &m, an
estimated self-inductance Li%n2L%55 nH, and a mutual in-
ductance to the washer Mi%nL%5 nH. Each of the

Nb–AlxOy–Nb tunnel junctions has a critical current I0
%3.5&A, so that 'L(2LI0 /)0%2.5; here )0(h/2e
%2.07#10$15Wb is the flux quantum. Each shunt has a
resistance R%22* , and the hysteresis parameter 'c
(2+I0R2C/)0 is estimated to be about 0.8. At 4.2 K and at
frequencies of a few kilohertz, the flux-to-voltage transfer
coefficient V)"!,V/,)!%90&V/)0 , and the flux noise is
about 3&)0 Hz1/2.

The microstrip SQUID is operated as an amplifier with
the counterelectrode grounded !inset, Fig. 2". The signal
source is connected between the innermost turn of the coil
and ground, and the amplified signal is measured between
the washer and ground. In this configuration, positive feed-
back from the output to the input via the capacitance be-
tween the coil and the washer increases the frequency at
which the maximum gain occurs.6 We measured the noise
temperature of a microstrip SQUID amplifier in a dilution
refrigerator, using a second nominally identical device as a
postamplifier !Fig. 1". A low pass filter network prevented
the two SQUIDs from interacting with each other. The
SQUID chips were attached with vacuum grease to a printed
circuit board which was bonded to the cold stage of the re-
frigerator. All leads connected directly to the SQUIDs were
very heavily filtered over a wide frequency range using a
combination of lumped circuit and copper powder filters, and
a superconducting shield surrounding the SQUIDs elimi-
nated ambient magnetic field fluctuations. With its current
and flux biases adjusted to maximize V) at low frequencies,
the gain of the first SQUID peaked at 538 MHz. The current
and flux biases of the second SQUID were adjusted slightly

FIG. 1. Schematic of cascaded microstrip SQUIDs and HFET. The input
circuit consists of either a resistive network !lower" or a resonant circuit
!upper".

APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS VOLUME 78, NUMBER 7 12 FEBRUARY 2001

9670003-6951/2001/78(7)/967/3/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
Downloaded 09 Mar 2006 to 129.97.4.54. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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ADMX SQUID-based detector"

Field compensation!
magnet for SQUIDs!

All new 
experiment 
package!

SQUID!
amplifier!
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ADMX: SQUID amplifier"

SQUID microwave amplifier!

calibration (about 100 yoctowatts)!
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What would an axion look like in ADMX?"
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Operations include searches for exotics: 
“Chameleons”& hidden-sector photons"

Chameleons! Hidden-sector photons!
Scalars/pseudoscalars that mix with!
photons, and are trapped by cavity!
walls.  Arise in some dark energy!
theories. Detectable by slow decay!
back into photons in cavity!

Vector bosons with photon quantum!
numbers and very weak interactions.!
Detectable by reconverting HSPs back!
into photons in ADMX cavity!

ADMX is sensitive to generic light exotic particles 
coupled to photons"IDM23jul12 LJR   21 



ADMX near future: 
Sensitivity with dilution-refrigerator cooling"
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Dilution refrigerator cooled detectors allow scanning at or below 
“DFSZ” sensitivity at fractional dark-matter halo density."
This defines a “definitive” QCD dark-matter axion search!
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Can the RF-cavity experiments do better? 
Higher frequencies, higher Q, squeezed states? 
Active R&D paths."

higher-frequency !
quantum-limited SQUIDs!

“hybrid” superconducting !
cavities (Yale group)!

RF-Driven Josephson Bifurcation Amplifier for Quantum Measurement

I. Siddiqi, R. Vijay, F. Pierre, C. M. Wilson, M. Metcalfe, C. Rigetti, L. Frunzio, and M. H. Devoret
Departments of Applied Physics and Physics, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520-8284, USA

(Received 11 February 2004; published 10 November 2004)

We have constructed a new type of amplifier whose primary purpose is the readout of super-
conducting quantum bits. It is based on the transition of a rf-driven Josephson junction between two
distinct oscillation states near a dynamical bifurcation point. The main advantages of this new amplifier
are speed, high sensitivity, low backaction, and the absence of on-chip dissipation. Pulsed microwave
reflection measurements on nanofabricated Al junctions show that actual devices attain the perform-
ance predicted by theory.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.207002 PACS numbers: 85.25.Cp, 05.45.–a

Quantum measurements of solid-state systems, such as
the readout of superconducting quantum bits [1–7], chal-
lenge conventional low-noise amplification techniques.
Ideally, the amplifier for a quantum measurement should
minimally perturb the measured system while maintain-
ing sufficient sensitivity to overcome the noise of subse-
quent elements in the amplification chain. Additionally,
the drift of materials properties in solid-state systems
mandates a fast acquisition rate to permit measurements
in rapid succession. To meet these inherently conflicting
requirements, we propose to harness the sensitivity of a
dynamical system—a single rf-driven Josephson tunnel
junction—tuned near a bifurcation point. In this new
scheme, all available degrees of freedom in the dynami-
cal system participate in information transfer and none
contribute to unnecessary dissipation resulting in excess
noise. The superconducting tunnel junction is the only
electronic circuit element that remains nonlinear and
nondissipative at arbitrary low temperatures. As the key
component of present superconducting amplifiers [8–10],
it is known to exhibit a high degree of stability.

The operation of our Josephson bifurcation amplifier
(JBA) is represented schematically in Fig. 1. The central
element is a Josephson junction whose critical current I0
is modulated by the input signal using an application-
specific coupling scheme, such as a SQUID loop (see
inset of Fig. 1) or a superconducting single-electron tran-
sistor (SSET) like in superconducting charge qubits (in-
put port). The junction is driven with a sinusoidal signal
irf sin!!t" fed from a transmission line through a circu-
lator (drive port). In the underdamped regime, when the
drive frequency ! is detuned from the natural oscillation
frequency !p, the system can have two possible oscilla-
tion states that differ in amplitude and phase [11,12].
Starting in the lower amplitude state, at the bifurcation
point irf # IB $ I0, the system becomes infinitely sensi-
tive, in absence of thermal and quantum fluctuations, to
variations in I0. At finite temperature, sensitivity scales
as kBT=’0, where ’0 # "=2e is the reduced flux quantum
and T the temperature. The reflected component of the
drive signal, measured through another transmission line

connected to the circulator (output port), is a convenient
signature of the junction oscillation state that carries with
it information about the input signal. This arrangement
minimizes the backaction of the amplifier since the only
fluctuations felt at its input port arise from the load
impedance of the circulator, which is physically sepa-
rated from the junction via a transmission line of arbi-
trary length and can therefore be thermalized efficiently
to base temperature. In this Letter, we present an experi-
ment that demonstrates the principle of bifurcation
amplification.

The dynamics of the junction are described by the time
evolution of the junction gauge-invariant phase differ-
ence !!t" # Rt

%1 dt02eV!t0"= !h, where V is the voltage
across the junction. In presence of the microwave drive
irf sin!!t", the oscillations of the junction phase can be
parameterized using in-phase and quadrature-phase com-
ponents !!t" # !k sin!!t" & !? cos!!t" (higher harmon-
ics of oscillation are negligible). When the detuning
" # !1%!=!p" and the quality factor Q # !pRC sat-
isfy "Q>

!!!

3
p

=2, then two steady-state solutions can exist
for !!t" (see Fig. 2). Here !p # !2eI0= !hC"1=2 is the junc-

D
R

IV
E

irf sin(!t)

irf sin(!t+"(I0,irf))

I0 C

INPUT

OUTPUT

R=50#
T=Tb

FOLLOWER
AMPLIFIER

JBA

  INPUT
CIRCUIT

SQUID
 LOOP

!s

JBA

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the Josephson bifurcation
amplifier. A junction with critical current I0, parametri-
cally coupled to the input port, is driven by a rf signal
which provides the power for amplification. In the vicinity of
the dynamical bifurcation point irf # IB, the phase of the
reflected signal phase # depends critically on the input signal.
Inset: example of a parametric input coupling circuit.
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new amplifier technologies!

higher-frequency, large volume!
resonant structures!

2

storage
 cavity

transmon and

flux bias

meas 
cavity

a

b
1 mm

100 !m

FIG. 1. Circuit schematic and device. a, Circuit schematic
showing two cavities coupled to a single transmon qubit. The
measurement cavity is probed in reflection by sending mi-
crowave signals through the weakly coupled port of a direc-
tional coupler. A flux bias line allows for tuning of the qubit
frequency on nanosecond timescales. b, Implementation on a
chip, with ⇥m/2� = 6.65GHz measurement cavity on the left
and its large coupling capacitor (red), and ⇥s/2� = 5.07GHz
storage cavity on the right with a much smaller coupling ca-
pacitor (blue). A transmon qubit (green) is strongly coupled
to each cavity, with gs/2� = 70MHz and gm/2� = 83MHz.
It has a charging energy EC/2� = 290MHz and maximal
Josephson energy EJ/2� ⇥ 23GHz. At large detunings from
both cavities, the qubit coherence times are T1 ⇥ T2 ⇥ 0.7µs.

ties, with finger capacitors controlling the individual cou-
pling strengths (gs/2� = 70MHz and gm/2� = 83MHz).
The usual shunt capacitor between the transmon islands
is replaced with capacitors to the ground planes to re-
duce direct coupling between the cavities. Additionally,
a flux bias line17 allows fast control of the detunings
�s = ⇤g,e � ⇤s and �m = ⇤g,e � ⇤m between the trans-
mon and cavities, where we use the convention of labeling
the transmon states from lowest to highest energy as (g,
e, f , h, ...).

To achieve high photon number selectivity of the
CNOT operations, there must be a large separation be-
tween the number-dependent qubit transition frequen-
cies. To obtain this, we use small detunings (�s/gs < 10)
between the qubit and storage cavity. Figure 2 shows
spectroscopy in this quasi-dispersive regime as a func-
tion of flux bias when the storage cavity is populated
with a coherent state (⇧n̂⌃ ⇥ 1). Results of a numerical
energy-level calculation are overlaid, showing the posi-
tions of various transitions. We define ⇤n

g,e as the photon

!"#

!"$

!"!

!"%

!"&

!"'

!"(

)
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,
-
+
.
/
0
12
3
4
5
6

7$89 7$$9 7$%9 7$'9 7$99 7!89

):-;1<=>?1/-**+.@12µA6

FIG. 2. Pulsed spectroscopy with coherent state in storage
cavity (⌅n⇧ ⇥ 1) vs. qubit-cavity detuning �s = ⇥g,e � ⇥s.
Calculated transition frequencies are overlaid in color. Red
and orange lines are the |g⇧ ⇤ |e⇧ transitions of the qubit
when n = 0 and 1, respectively. Transitions to higher trans-
mon levels (|f⇧ and |h⇧) are visible because of the small de-
tuning. The arrow indicates the flux bias current used during
the CNOT operations.

number-dependent transition frequency |n, g⌃ ⇤ |n, e⌃.
Other transitions, such as |2, g⌃ ⇤ |0, h⌃, are allowed due
to the small detuning. Fortunately, we also see that the
separation between ⇤0

g,e and ⇤1
g,e grows rapidly to order

⇥ 2g = 140MHz as the qubit approaches the storage
cavity.
To test the photon meter, we generate single photons

in the storage cavity with an adiabatic protocol. Our
method uses the avoided crossing between the |0, e⌃ and
|1, g⌃ levels to convert a qubit excitation into a photon.
The preparation of a photon begins with the qubit de-
tuned below the storage cavity (�s ⌅ �3gs), where we
apply a �-pulse to create the state |0, e⌃. We then adi-
abatically tune the qubit frequency through the avoided
crossing with the storage cavity, leaving the system in the
state |1, g⌃. The sweep rate is limited by Landau-Zener
transitions which keep the system in |0, e⌃. Our prepara-
tion protocol changes the qubit frequency by 600 MHz in
50 ns, giving a transition probability less than 0.1% (cal-
culated with a multi-level numerical simulation). This
protocol actually allows for the creation of arbitrary su-
perpositions of |0, g⌃ and |1, g⌃ by changing the rota-
tion angle of the initial pulse. For example, if we use
a �/2-pulse, after the sweep we end up in the state
(|0, g⌃+ei�|1, g⌃)/

⌥
2, where ⇥ is determined by the rota-

tion axis of the �/2-pulse. One could also use a resonant
swap scheme, which has been successfully used to create
Fock states9 up to |n = 15⌃. The method used here has
the advantage of being very robust to timing errors.
After the photon is prepared, the qubit frequency is

adjusted such that �s/gs ⌅ 5. At this detuning, the sep-
aration between ⇤0

g,e and ⇤1
g,e is ⇥ 65MHz. In Fig. 3(a),

Quantum Non-demolition Detection of Single Microwave Photons in a Circuit

B. R. Johnson,1 M. D. Reed,1 A. A. Houck,2 D. I. Schuster,1 Lev S. Bishop,1 E. Ginossar,1

J. M. Gambetta,3 L. DiCarlo,1 L. Frunzio,1 S. M. Girvin,1 and R. J. Schoelkopf1

1Departments of Physics and Applied Physics, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06511, USA
2Department of Electrical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA

3Institute for Quantum Computing and Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, Canada, N2L 3G1

(Dated: March 12, 2010)

Thorough control of quantum measurement is
key to the development of quantum information
technologies. Many measurements are destruc-
tive, removing more information from the sys-
tem than they obtain. Quantum non-demolition
(QND) measurements allow repeated measure-
ments that give the same eigenvalue1. They could
be used for several quantum information process-
ing tasks such as error correction2, preparation
by measurement3, and one-way quantum comput-
ing4. Achieving QND measurements of photons is
especially challenging because the detector must
be completely transparent to the photons while
still acquiring information about them5,6. Recent
progress in manipulating microwave photons in
superconducting circuits7–9 has increased demand
for a QND detector which operates in the giga-
hertz frequency range. Here we demonstrate a
QND detection scheme which measures the num-
ber of photons inside a high quality-factor mi-
crowave cavity on a chip. This scheme maps a
photon number onto a qubit state in a single-
shot via qubit-photon logic gates. We verify the
operation of the device by analyzing the aver-
age correlations of repeated measurements, and
show that it is 90% QND. It di�ers from previ-
ously reported detectors5,8–11 because its sensitiv-
ity is strongly selective to chosen photon number
states. This scheme could be used to monitor the
state of a photon-based memory in a quantum
computer.

Several teams have engineered detectors which are sen-
sitive to single microwave photons by strongly coupling
atoms (or artificial atoms) to high-Q cavities. This archi-
tecture, known as cavity quantum electrodynamics (cav-
ity QED), can be used in various ways to detect pho-
tons. One destructive method measures quantum Rabi
oscillations of an atom or qubit resonantly coupled to the
cavity8–10. The oscillation frequency is proportional to⇥
n, where n is the number of photons in the cavity, so

this method essentially measures the time-domain swap
frequency.

Another method uses a dispersive interaction to map
the photon number in the cavity onto the phase di�er-
ence of a superposition of atomic states (|g�+ei�|e�)/

⇥
2.

Each photon number n corresponds to a di�erent phase
⌅, so repeated Ramsey experiments5 can be used to es-
timate the phase and extract n. This method is QND,
because it does not exchange energy between the atom
and photon. However, since the phase cannot be mea-
sured in a single operation, it does not extract full in-
formation about a particular Fock state |n� in a single
interrogation. Nonetheless, using Rydberg atoms in cav-
ity QED, remarkable experiments have shown quantum
jumps of light and the collapse of the photon number by
measurement.5,12

Here we report a new method which implements a set
of programmable controlled-NOT (CNOT) operations
between an n-photon Fock state and a qubit, asking the
question “are there exactly n photons in the cavity?” A
single interrogation consists of applying one such CNOT
operation and reading-out the resulting qubit state. To
do this we use a quasi-dispersive qubit-photon interac-
tion which causes the qubit transition frequency to de-
pend strongly on the number of photons in the cavity.
Consequently, frequency control of a pulse implements a
conditional ⇤ rotation on the qubit – the qubit state is
inverted if and only if there are n photons in the storage
cavity. To ensure that this is QND, the qubit and stor-
age cavity are adiabatically decoupled before performing
a measurement of the qubit state.

To realize this method we extend circuit-based cav-
ity QED13 by coupling a single transmon qubit14,15 si-
multaneously to two cavities. This allows one cavity to
be optimized for fast readout and the other for coher-
ent storage of photons. Related work by Leek et al. 16

realized a single transmon coupled to two modes of a sin-
gle cavity, where the the two modes were engineered to
have very di�erent quality factors. A schematic of the
two-cavity device is shown in Fig. 1(a). A high-Q cav-
ity serves as a photon memory for preparation and stor-
age, and a low-Q cavity is used for fast readout of the
qubit. The cavities are realized as Nb coplanar waveg-
uide resonators with ⇥/2 resonances at ⇧s/2⇤ = 5.07GHz
and ⇧m/2⇤ = 6.65GHz, respectively. The cavities are
engineered, by design of the capacitors Cs and Cm, to
have very di�erent decay rates (�s/2⇤ = 50 kHz and
�m/2⇤ = 20MHz) so that the qubit state can be mea-
sured several times per photon lifetime in the storage
cavity. A transmon qubit is end-coupled to the two cavi-
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higher-frequency, large volume!
resonant structures!

A High-Frequency (high-mass) 
“Gen 3” ADMX concept"
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ADMX RF-Cavity Futurism"

ADMX “Phase IIa” is the current experiment:!
!Microwave amplification via SQUID amplifiers.!
!In process of installing pumped 3He refrigerator.!
!Start “definitive” search in 1st mass decade.!

!
ADMX “Gen 2”, anticipated start construction 2013:!

!Complete the installation of 3He dilution refrigerator!
!Higher masses via modified cavity geometries.!
!“Definitive” search in 2nd mass decade.!

!
Yale “HF”, anticipated start 2013:!

!R&D on higher frequency structures, single-photon microcavities etc.!
!Regular data-taking above Phase Iia ADMX axion-masses!
!Extend ADMX to higher frequencies.!
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The Larger Axion-Search Landscape: 
Focus on Three Key Technologies: RF-cavity, laser, solar"

cavity: next year!

cavity: 3-year!

cavity: challenging!

helioscope: current!

helioscope: 10-year!

Laser: current!

Laser: locked FP!
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Conclusions (1)"

We need to keep our eye on the LHC!
(and WIMP detectors).!
!
The longer SUSY remains undetected, the!
more compelling axions become.!

First, in honor of LHC turn-on, an 
update on SUSY searches at LHC

Atlas/CMS: no sign of mSUGRA at LHC7:
mg̃ > 1400 GeV for mq̃ ' mg̃; mg̃ > 800 GeV for mq̃ � mg̃

3Monday, April 23, 2012
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Conclusions (2)"

On the other hand, LHC finding SUSY may!
strongly suggest axion dark matter     : )!

Why thermally-produced neutralino-
only DM is not the answer

(in spite of the hype):

Generates too much or too little DM; only 
rarely is                   : fine-tuned!
gravitino problem and BBN constraints
neglects the strong CP problem and its 
solution

�std
� h2 ⇠ 0.11

14Monday, April 23, 2012

HB, Box, Summy
32Monday, April 23, 2012

H. Baer!
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Overall Conclusions"

Axions: A very compelling dark-matter candidate.!
!The QCD axion is well bounded in mass and couplings.!
!Dark-matter axion focus is 1-100 μeV axion masses.!

!
There are many search techniques, but the RF-cavity one is most sensitive.!

!ADMX is largest and most mature.!
!The next several years will either see a discovery or reject the QCD!
! !dark-matter axion hypothesis.!

!
Quite starkly: These experiments have the sensitivity and mass reach to!

!either detect or rule out QCD dark-matter axions at high confidence.!
!
!
!
Thank you DOE-HEP for your support!
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